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Gunmaster®

PISTOL
Includes: Custom Gunmaster® case, hybrid multi-function handle, one caliber specific brush, mop, 2 rods, 
one slot tip, one caliber specific brass jag, 25 cleaning patches, 6 piece bit set (2 phillips, 2 flat heads, one 
star and one hex). U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235 
ITEM: GM22P: 22 CAL. 14 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338180-0
ITEM: GM9P: 357/38/9MM CAL. 14 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338181-7
ITEM: GM40P: 40CAL./10MM CAL. 14 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338182-4
ITEM: GM45P: 45 CAL. 14 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338183-1

SHOTGUN
Includes: Custom Gunmaster® case, hybrid multi-function handle, 33” pull rod, one gauge specific brush, 
mop and slot tip, 25 cleaning patches, 6 piece bit set (2 phillips, 2 flat heads, one star and one hex).  
U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235
ITEM: GM12SG: 12 GAUGE SHOTGUN 13 PIECE CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338184-8
ITEM: GM20SG: 20 GAUGE 13 PIECE SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338185-5
ITEM: GM410SG: .410 GAUGE 13 PIECE SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338186-2

RIFLE
Includes: Custom Gunmaster® case, hybrid multi-function handle, 33” pull rod, caliber specific brush, 
mop, slot tip, 25 cleaning patches, 6 piece bit set (2 phillips, 2 flat heads, one star and one hex).  
U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235
ITEM: GM17LR:.17 CAL. 12 PIECE RIFLE CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338192-3 Case Pack: 6 Units
ITEM: GM22LR:.22 CAL. 12 PIECE RIFLE CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338187-9 Case Pack: 6 Units
ITEM: GM243LR:.243 CAL./6MM 12 PIECE RIFLE CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338188-6 Case Pack: 6 Units
NEW ITEM: GM65LR: 6.5MM 12 PIECE RIFLE CLEANING KIT 
UPC:76190338265-4 Case Pack: 6 Units
ITEM: GM7LR:.270/.280/7MM 12 PIECE RIFLE CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338189-3 Case Pack: 6 Units
ITEM: GM30LR:.30 CAL. RIFLE 12 PIECE CLEANING KIT 
UPC: 76190338190-9 Case Pack: 6 Units

MODERN SPORTING RIFLE
Includes: Custom Gunmaster® case, hybrid multi-function handle, 33” pull rod, 2 brass rods for attaching 
the breech brush to handle, specific caliber rifle brush, mop, slot tip, breech brush, one double-ended 
metal pick/scraper, double-ended nylon utility brush to clean parts and a ¼” punch pin, 25 cleaning 
patches, 6 piece bit set (3 star (T10/T15/T20), 2 hex (3/32” and 7/64”), one flat head (3/32”)).   
U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235
ITEM: GM223AR: 17 PIECE AR .223/5.56 CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338191-6 Case Pack: 6 Units
ITEM: GM308AR: 17 PIECE AR .308/7.62 CLEANING KIT  
UPC: 76190338177-0 Case Pack: 6 Units

CALIBER SPECIFIC GUN CLEANING KITS
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UNIVERSAL CLEANING KITS 
ITEM: UGC100S: SUPER DELUXE UNIVERSAL GUN CLEANING KIT
This 61 piece kit cleans pistols, rifles, shotguns and muzzle loaders. All of the brushes are 
stamped with the caliber or gauge. The fitted tray and aluminum carry case with handle 
make this kit easy to transport and store. Kit includes: 4 sets of solid brass rods  
(.17, .22, .30 cal., shotgun); universal handle; 10 brushes (.17-.50); 6 mops (.22-.50);  
5 brass adaptors for accessories and rods; 13 solid brass jags; 4 slot tips; 3 utility 
brushes; ¾” round cleaning brush; ¼” round brush; choke tube cleaning handle;  
100 patches; polishing cloth; custom fitted tray in aluminum case with handle.  
UPC: 76190336880-1 Case Pack: 2 Units

ITEM: UGC76W: DELUXE UNIVERSAL 35 PIECE CLEANING KIT IN WOODEN BOX
This kit continues to be a top seller. Features 2 sets of solid brass rods, one for small bore 
rifles/pistols and one set of rods for .30 cal. and larger bore firearms; 10 wire brushes  
(.17 cal. - 12 gauge) and 6 wool mops (.17 cal. -12 gauge); a set of 6 spear pointed jags,  
2 slotted patch holders, adaptors for the brushes and accessories, cleaning rod handle 
and 50 patches. All of this is contained in a real wooden box with custom fitted flocked 
tray. UPC: 76190336870-2 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: UGC76C: DELUXE UNIVERSAL 35 PIECE CLEANING KIT  
IN ALUMINUM CARRY CASE
This kit continues to be another top seller and favorite of shooters on the go. Features  
2 sets of solid brass rods, one for small bore rifles/pistols and one set of rods for .30 cal. 
and larger bore firearms; 10 wire brushes (.17 cal. - 12 ga.) and 6 wool mops (.17 cal. -  
12 gauge); a set of 6 spear pointed jags, 2 slotted patch holders, adaptors for the brushes 
and accessories, cleaning rod handle and 50 cleaning patches. All of this is contained in 
an aluminum carry case with handle and custom fitted flocked tray.  
UPC: 76190336874-0 Case Pack: 6 units

Gunmaster®

HYBRID CLEANING KITS 
ITEM: GM30HY: .30 CAL. SPECIFIC HYBRID CLEANING KIT
Can be used to clean other calibers larger than a .22 cal. Includes a hybrid multi-function handle, 3 piece rod,  
33” pull rod,.30 cal. brush and mop, .30 cal. slot tip, .30 cal. solid brass jag, brush and accessory adaptor,  
6 piece bit set and 25 cleaning patches.   
UPC: 76190338174-9  Case Pack: 6 Units | U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235 

ITEM: GMSGHY: UNIVERSAL HYBRID SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT 
Can be used to clean all size gauges of shotguns. Includes hybrid multi-function handle, 3 piece rod, 33” pull rod, 
12, 20 and .410 ga. shotgun brushes and mops, 12 and .410 ga. slot tips, 25 cleaning patches, one accessory 
adaptor and 6 piece bit set. Accepts standard 10/32” threaded bore brushes and mops for cleaning other gauges 
of shotguns. UPC: 76190338178-7  Case Pack: 6 Units | U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235

ITEM: GMLRHY: UNIVERSAL HYBRID RIFLE CLEANING KIT   
Can be used to clean .22 cal. and larger bore rifles. Includes hybrid multi-function handle, 3 piece rod, 33” pull 
rod, .22, .243, .270/.280 and .30 cal. rifle brushes and mops, .22, .243, .270/.280 and .30 cal. jags, .22 and .30 cal.slot tips, 25 cleaning 
patches and 6 piece bit set. Accepts standard threaded bore brushes and mops for cleaning .22 cal. and larger bore rifles.  
UPC: 76190338179-4  Case Pack: 6 Units | U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235

ITEM: GM12HY: 12 GAUGE SPECIFIC HYBRID CLEANING KIT  
Can be used to clean other gauges of shotguns as well. This hybrid kit includes a hybrid multi-function handle, 3 piece rod, 33” pull rod, 
12 ga. brush and  mop, 12 ga. slot tip, brush and accessory adaptor, 6 piece bit set and 25 cleaning patches.  
UPC: 76190338172-5  Case Pack: 6 Units | U.S. Pat. D 683,810, U.S. Pat. 8,925,235
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UNIVERSAL CLEANING KITS 
ITEM: 38296: SUPER DELUXE 62 PIECE UNIVERSAL GUN CLEANING KIT  
IN ALUMINUM CASE
Custom fitted aluminum case, machined aluminum handle, 3 rods for .17-.270 cal. rifles 
and pistols, 3 rods for .30 cal. and larger rifles/pistols, shotguns and muzzleloaders,  
14 brushes (.17 cal.-.54 cal.,12/20/.410 ga.) 9 mops (.17 cal.-.54 cal. and shotgun mops), 
13 spear pointed jags, .17 cal.-.50 cal.), 4 slotted patch loops, 3 utility brushes,  
3 muzzle guards, 4 accessory adaptors, one double-ended steel pick, 3 sets of 50 
cleaning patches. Comes in a PDQ shelf display.  
UPC: 76190338296-8: Case Pack: 3 units

ITEM: 38292: 22 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING KIT
Custom fitted soft-sided case, removable bandoliers 
and accessory pouches, custom molded TPR 
handle, 3 solid brass rods, 5 phosphor bronze 
brushes (.22/.30/.357/.38/9mm/.40/.45 cal.), 5 mops  
(.22/.30/.357/.38/9mm/.40/.45 cal.), one bore guide, 2 double-ended utility 
breech brushes, one nylon and one phosphor bronze, one double-ended 
metal pick, 2 sets of 50 patches (1 ½”x1 ½” & 3” x 3”), 4 slotted tips for 
patches (.22/.30/.357/.38/9mm/.40/.45 cal.), one polishing cloth.  
UPC: 76190338292-0 Case Pack: 4 Units

UNIVERSAL CLEANING KITS 
The Gunmaster® Universal Select 63 Piece Deluxe Gun Cleaning Kit 
comes in 2 versions. An attractive wooden case model suitable for 
bench work or a sturdy aluminum case with handle perfect for those 
shooters on the go. These kits contain 2 sets of rods; 3 accessory 
adaptors; 14 brushes; mops; 4 plastic slot tips; 2 sets of cleaning 
patches; one polishing cloth; 3 utility brushes; 2 breech/receiver/choke 
cleaning brushes; 2 doubled-ended parts cleaning brushes;13 jags and 
a double-ended nylon pick

ITEM: UGC96W UNIVERSAL SELECT 63 PIECE DELUXE GUN 
CLEANING KIT IN WOOD CASE  
UPC: 76190336789-7 Case Pack: 4 Units

ITEM: UGC96C UNIVERSAL SELECT 63 PIECE DELUXE GUN 
CLEANING KIT IN ALUMINUM CASE WITH HANDLE  
UPC: 76190336758-3  Case Pack: 4 Units

The Gunmaster® 30 piece Universal Select Cleaning kits are perfect for 
those shooters who are looking for a basic value added cleaning kit. 
Available in both wood and aluminum storage cases these kits include 
one set of 3 rods; handle; 9 brushes (.22 cal.-12 ga.) 5 mops (.22 
cal. -12 ga.) 2 accessory adaptors; 3 slotted tips for patches; 5 spear 
pointed jags; one double-ended utility parts cleaning brush; one double-
ended nylon pick; a polishing cloth and a set of 50 cleaning patches. 

ITEM: UGC56W UNIVERSAL SELECT 30 PIECE GUN CLEANING 
KIT IN WOOD CASE UPC: 76190336753-8 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: UGC56C UNIVERSAL SELECT 30 PIECE GUN CLEANING 
KIT IN ALUMINUM CASE  UPC: 76190336754-5 Case Pack: 6 Units

 



Gunmaster®

UNIVERSAL CLEANING KITS 
ITEM: UGC66C UNIVERSAL 17 PIECE GUN CLEANING KIT IN CLAMSHELL
This 17 piece kit continues to be one of our best selling basic cleaning kits. It contains one set of 
rods, one handle, 5 wire brushes (12, 20 ga., .22, .30, .40 cal.), 2 slotted tips for patches, 2 jags, 
a polishing cloth and 50 cleaning patches. UPC: 76190336787-3 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: UGC66W: UNIVERSAL 17 PIECE GUN CLEANING KIT IN 
WOOD CASE
This Gunmaster® Universal 17 piece cleaning kit includes one set 
of rods, one handle, 5 wire brushes (12, 20 ga., .22, .30, .40 cal.), 
2 slotted tips for patches, 2 jags, a polishing cloth and 50 cleaning 
patches all packaged in an attractive wooden presentation case. 
UPC: 76190336872-6 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: TBX736-1: THE GUNMASTER® WOODEN TOOLBOX WITH 
17 PIECE UNIVERSAL CLEANING KIT
This is the original Gunmaster® Wooden Toolbox with a cleaning kit and converts into 
a firearm cleaning station and maintenance center. Comes with a 17 piece cleaning 
kit (one handle, 3 rods, 5 brushes, 2 slot tips, 2 spear pointed jags, 2 accessory 
adaptors, a polishing cloth and 50 pieces of cleaning patches). Inside the main 
compartment there is room for oils and other tools as well as the 2 wooden cradles 
which fit snuggly into the interior slots for a stable, but portable cleaning station. 
The interior of the lid is felt lined and the handle on the top makes this ideal for easy 
transport. UPC: 76190336736-1 Case Pack: 2 Units

ITEM: TBX96W: WOODEN TOOLBOX WITH 62 PIECE UNIVERSAL SELECT 
DELUXE GUN CLEANING KIT
This is the beefed up version of the original Gunmaster® Wooden Toolbox. We 
have added an extra drawer and a 63 piece cleaning kit which includes the 
following items: 2 sets of 3 rods; 14 brushes; 10 mops; 4 plastic slot tips; 2 sets 
of cleaning patches; one polishing cloth; 3 utility brushes; 2 breech/receiver/
choke cleaning brushes; 2 doubled-ended parts cleaning brushes; 13 jags and 
a double-ended nylon pick. UPC: 76190336755-2 Case Pack: 2 Units
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SHOTGUN/RIFLE/PISTOL CLEANING KITS       
ITEM: SGK116: 14 PIECE UNIVERSAL SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT
A complete cleaning kit for the beginner or the enthusiast. This 14 piece kit contains one set of shotgun cleaning 
rods, one handle, 3 wire brushes (12/20/.410 gauges), three mops (12/20/.410 gauges), 2 slot tips, a field-grade 
plastic handle, choke tube cleaning handle, brush adaptor and 50 cleaning patches.  
UPC: 76190336711-8 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: RCK22M: 13 PIECE .22-.280 CAL. RIFLE CLEANING KIT
This is the perfect kit for the small caliber rim and center fire enthusiast. This 13 piece kit contains one set of .22 cal. 
size rods, one handle, one accessory adaptor for brushes, mops and slot tips or jags, two .22 cal. wire brushes, two 
.22 cal. mops, a slot tip and a set of 50 cleaning patches. UPC: 76190336714-9 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: RCK38M: 13 PIECE .30 CALIBER AND LARGER RIFLE CLEANING KIT
This 13 piece kit contains one set of .30 cal. size rods, one handle, one accessory adaptor for brushes, mops and 
slot tips or jags, two .30 cal. wire brushes, two .30 cal. mops, a slot tip and a set of 50 cleaning patches.  
UPC: 76190336713-2 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: UGC172C: 10 PIECE SMALL BORE RIFLE/PISTOL CLEANING KIT FOR .17-.22 CALIBERS
This small bore universal cleaning kit works well on small bore rifles and pistols. This 10 piece kit includes one set of rods, one 
handle, one .17 cal. brush and jag, one .22 cal. brush, slot tip, brush adaptor for .22 cal. and larger rifle/pistol brushes, a polishing 
cloth and a set of cleaning patches. UPC: 7190336879-5 Case Pack: 6 Units
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SHOTGUN/RIFLE/PISTOL CLEANING KITS       
ITEM: HGC2459: UNIVERSAL COMPACT 8 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING KIT  
WITH PLASTIC STORAGE HANDLE
This 8 piece compact cleaning kit continues to be a favorite among range masters and 
handgun enthusiasts. Its small, compact size easily fits into a range bag or pocket. Each 
kit contains an assortment of the most popular brushes and a slot tip. The compact plastic 
handle doubles as a carry case for the 2 rods, .22/.40/.45 and the .357/.38/9mm brushes, 
and slot tip contained in this kit. UPC: 76190336878-8 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: 38290: 8 PIECE COMPACT UNIVERSAL PISTOL CLEANING KIT
Small, compact and convenient, all items store in 4 ½” aluminum handle. Great for the 
range or out in the field. Includes 2 solid brass rods, cleans up to 8” barrels, 4 phosphor 
bronze brushes (.22/.30/.38/.357/9mm/.40 cal.), one solid brass slotted tip.  
UPC: 76190338290-6  (Inner Pack 6 Pieces)

ITEM: PCK09M: 11 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING KIT FOR .357/.38 AND 9MM PISTOLS
Designed specifically for the .357/.38/9mm shooting enthusiast or for someone just starting out. This 
10 piece kit has a single 9” rod, one handle, two .357/.38/9mm brushes and mops, 2 jags, 2 slot tips for 
cleaning patches, and one set of 25 cleaning patches. Packaging is a reusable clamshell with molded 
compartments to keep the contents in place during storage.  
UPC: 6190336712-5 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: PCK045M: 11 PIECE .40/.45 CALIBER PISTOL CLEANING KIT
Designed specifically for the .40 and .45 caliber shooting enthusiast or for someone just starting out. 
This 10 piece kit has a single 9” rod, one handle, two .40/.45 cal. brushes and mops, 2 solid brass jags, 
2 slot tips for cleaning patches, and one set of 25 cleaning patches. Packaging is a re-usable clamshell 
with molded compartments to keep the contents in place during storage.  
UPC: 76190336877-1 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: SGR744: 7 PIECE SHOTGUN ROD AND ACCESSORY KIT
This basic 5 piece cleaning kit contains one 7” rod, one handle, 2 plastic jags, and a plastic  
slot tip. UPC: 76190336744-6 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: RPR745: 7 PIECE .22 CAL AND LARGER RIFLE/PISTOL ROD AND ACCESSORY KIT
This basic 7 piece cleaning kit contains one set of 3 rods, one handle, one slot tip for cleaning patches, 
one accessory adaptor, and one .22 cal. spear pointed jag. UPC: 76190336745-3 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: RPR746: 7 PIECE .30 CALIBER AND LARGER RIFLE/PISTOL ROD AND ACCESSORY KIT
This basic 7 piece cleaning kit contains one set of 3 rods, one handle, one slot tip for cleaning patches, 
one accessory adaptor, and one .30 cal. spear pointed jag. UPC: 76190336746-0 Case Pack: 6 Units

ITEM: PCR747: 5 PIECE PISTOL CLEANING ROD AND ACCESSORY KIT
A more traditional style pistol cleaning set, this 5 piece set includes one 7” rod, one handle, one .45 cal. 
spear pointed jag, one .30 cal. spear pointed jag, and one .30 cal. slot tip.  
UPC: 76190336747-7 Case Pack: 6 Units

Gunmaster®
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SHOOTING ACCESSORIES 
ITEM: GMPUNCH24: BRASS AND STEEL DRIVE PIN AND ROLL PUNCH SET
This universal 24 piece combination drive pin and roll punch set in a custom blow mold is 
ideal for the work bench or the range. Precision manufactured quality, this set is sure to 
compliment any work bench or range bag. Each set includes 6 brass tip drive pin punches 
(1/8”, 9/64”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”), 4 steel tip drive tip punches (2 x 1/16” and 2 x 3/32”), 
2 nylon drive punches (15/64”, 3/8”), 9 steel roll pin punches (5/16”, 1/4”, 7/32”, 3/16”, 5/32”, 
1/8”, 3/32”, 5/64”, 1/16”) and a reversible hammer with nylon and steel heads. 
UPC: 76190338234-0 Case Pack: 6 Units
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FIREARM SAFETY DEVICES
ITEM: 38289: CA DOJ APPROVED 15” HARDENED STEEL COATED CABLE LOCK
Hardened steel 15” cable, 30mm hardened steel body, fits most firearms, deters unauthorized 
usage. UPC: 76190338289-0 (Inner Case 6 Pieces)

ITEM: CL012014: 15” CA DOJ APPROVED CABLE LOCK IN BULK
A 15” heavy-duty, hardened steel cable lock that is ideal for preventing accidents and 
unauthorized use. This lock is California Department of Justice Approved as a safety device and 
includes 2 keys and instructions in a plastic bag. OEM inquiries welcome.  
UPC: 76190336866-5  Case Pack: 10 Units

ITEM: 38294:  SINGLE PACK TRIGGER LOCK
Rubber Bumpers to Protect Firearms  finish. Works on most firearms, but not for use on lever 
action or derringer types. UPC: 76190338294-4 Case Pack: 5 Units 

ITEM: 38295:  VALUE PACK KEYED ALIKE TRIGGER LOCKS
Three keyed alike trigger locks, fits on most firearms (not for use on lever action or derringer 
type firearms), rubber bumpers protect firearms finish.  
UPC: 76190338295-1  Case Pack: 5 units

ITEM: MTL101: METAL TRIGGER LOCK IN BULK
We have had many customers looking for an affordable bulk purchase or keyed alike locks. 
Look no further. This is the same lock that we package in our MTL 099 and MTL100 items, 
but these are bulk. Available keyed alike. The inner carton contains 36 locks with 2 key 
numbers so you can get a minimum of 18 pieces keyed alike. Special orders for keyed alike 
orders are accepted. Comes with one lock, instructions and one key in a plastic bag.  
UPC: 76190336991-4 Case Pack: 36 Units

ITEM: LHL096B: LEVER HAMMER LOCK
A must have for the lever action rifle owners or for shop owners who want to secure their firearms on 
display with something other than a cable lock. This easy to use lock slips through the lever and around 
the stock preventing the lever from being moved. Bulk packaging only, each lock ships with 2 keys and 
instructions. Can be ordered as individual locks or in bulk.  
UPC: 761903336831-3 Case Pack: 100 Units 

ITEM: TVP095P: PLASTIC TRIGGER LOCK (not California approved)
This simple, easy to use lock comes with keys and instructions. Not for use or sale in California. Great 
for securing the triggers at the counter and for guns in racks.  
UPC: 76190336995-2 Case Pack: 25 Units 

SHOOTING ACCESSORIES 
ITEM: 38299: 33 PIECE PRO DRIVER BIT SET
This is the perfect item for the bench, bag, car, or drawer. Has a double-
molded custom handle driver with magnetic tip to keep the bits in place. 
Professionally selected combination of the most popular bit sizes to work on 
firearms. Unique flip-open design which doubles as a bits holder, hanger, 
as well as driver holder. Bits included are: T5, T9, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, 
T30, T40, Square: S1, S2, S3, Phillips: #0, #1, #2, #3, Slotted: 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6, 7, Hex: 5/64”,3/32”, 1/8”, 
5/32”,3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 9/32”, Pozi: PZ0, PZ1, PZ2, PZ3. UPC: 76190338299-9  Case Pack: 4  Units

ITEM: 38291: FLEXIBLE LED BORE LIGHT
Small compact led bore light, can be used on firearms from .22 caliber and larger, long lasting white LED 
bulb, flexible shaft, one AAA battery included. UPC: 76190338291-3 Case Pack: 6 Units.

Gunmaster®
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GUN CLEANING STATION
ITEM:  38287 WOODEN CLEANING STATION 
WITH 50 PIECE GUN CLEANING KIT
Real wood gun cleaning station with 50 piece gun cleaning kit for .17 caliber 
through 12 gauge shotguns. Removable racks for easy storage.Cleaning kit 
includes: three rods, 33” flex pull through rod, multi-function handle, three 
accessory adaptors, 10 bore brushes, 6 mops, 2 slot tips, 12 jags, 3 bore guides, 
one set of 50 patches and 10 piece driver set.  
UPC No: 76190338287-6 Case Pack: 4 units

Gunmaster®

ONE PIECE RODS 
These one piece carbon fiber rods are designed to make cleaning your firearm easy while protecting your investment. The 
ergonomic handles spin on 2 sets of bearings allowing smooth action through the bore. The rods will not scratch or imbed in the 
bore or rifling like some steel or coated rods. Five sizes, shotgun, .30 caliber and larger rifles, .22 -.280 caliber, .17 caliber and 
pistol caliber. 

ITEM:  38241 SHOTGUN CARBON FIBER ROD 
1 piece Carbon fiber shotgun cleaning rod 
UPC No: 76190338241-8 Case packs of 4

ITEM:  38242 .30 CAL. RIFLE CARBON FIBER ROD
1 piece Carbon fiber.30 caliber cleaning rod
UPC No: 76190338242-5 Case packs of 4 

ITEM:  38243 .22 CAL. RIFLE CARBON FIBER ROD
1 piece Carbon fiber .22 caliber cleaning rod
UPC No: 76190332843-2 Case packs of 4 
 
ITEM:  38244 .17 CAL. RIFLE CARBON FIBER ROD
1 piece Carbon fiber .17 caliber cleaning rod
UPC No: 76190332844-9 Case packs of 4

ITEM:  38245 PISTOL CARBON FIBER ROD
1 piece Carbon fiber pistol cleaning rod
UPC No: 76190338245-6 Case packs of 4 

www.dactec.com

800.920.0098
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